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WATER DAMAGE RESTORATION 
"Sailing on the back of our flood damage qualifications" 

 
Sailing to success Dryfix Preservation qualified surveyor Russell Rafton and Remedial Technician 
Fraser Rafton are proud to announce they have both recently undertaken and passed the IICRC 
Water Damage Restoration certification.  
 
Over the past two years both Russell and Fraser have been working extremely hard in the 
restoration industry, continuously studying in preparation for their IICRC examinations. Following 
on from their Fire and Flood and Odour Control success's where Russell achieved outstanding 
exam results of 90% and 94%. Russell has again reiterated his professional understanding and 
knowledge within the Cleaning and Restoration industry achieving exceptional pass results on his 
Water Damage Restoration certification of 96%. 
 
Dryfix Director and leading surveyor Russell Rafton say's " Both Fraser and I have been working 
extremely hard over the past few years fine tuning our knowledge of the restoration industry. Our 
exam results clearly highlight our commitment to the industry in providing the best quality service 
and work to our clients. Dryfix are a small Yorkshire based company specialising in damp and 
timber repairs, our damp and timber knowledge has proved invaluable when training and working 
within the fire and flood restoration industry."   
 
"Our workforce are enthusiastic about their work and this attitude is clearly recognised by our 
clients, from the feedback we receive, there's definitely no watering down our knowledge and 
enthusiasm." 
 
In December 2009 Dryfix Preservation achieved professional recognition in the specialist cleaning 
and restoration industry by becoming a certified firm with the Institute of Inspection Cleaning and 
Restoration Certification (IICRC).  
 
Both Russell and Fraser join the ranks of the true professionals within the cleaning, restoration, 
and inspection industry, and the IICRC welcomes their participation and continuing education. 
 
The Institute of Inspection, Cleaning & Certification (IICRC) is the world’s largest certification body 
for the flooring inspection, floor covering and specialised fabric cleaning and disaster restoration 
industry. 
 
Dryfix have pledged their support in establishing and maintaining a professional attitude in the 
conduct of their daily work at all times and providing their customers with the highest degree of 
professionalism possible.   
 


